LINED CURTAINS BY COUNTRY

What’s behind our designs puts us in front.
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At Country, quality control starts even before
we begin to make your curtains. Every bolt of
fabric that arrives at our factory is inspected
over a ‘light bed’ that’s the equivalent of
a fabric X-Ray – it instantly shows up any
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no chance of them making it into a perfect
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The separate lining on curtains by Country
allows us to use a ‘blind hemming’ technique
with no heavy stitch line visible at the front. It’s
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best – just one more premium touch.
Quality lined curtains also hang better and
insulate far more effectively, keeping your
home cooler in summer and warmer in winter.
Coated curtains, by comparison, hang less well
and have far inferior thermal performance.
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linings deteriorate in sunlight and take on a
sticky feeling when washed. The linings we
use at Country are silicone-coated; machine
washable, mould resistant, water repellant and
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At Country we use a single pleat design where
the curtain lining travels on a separate track.
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behaves as it normally would, rather than
adding bulk at the edges where the lining is
positioned behind. Single-pleat silicone lining
simply looks cleaner, sleeker and neater.
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Lightweight aluminium tracks place less
load on your walls and ceilings and also offer
greater versatility and style. We can provide
slimline tracks designed to virtually disappear,
or feature tracks that really make a statement.
What’s more, our custom powder coating
delivers a perfect colour match for any décor.
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Following manufacture in our factory, all
curtains are pressed ready for installation
so that they look amazing right away, rather
than ‘well-travelled’. Should you need further
pressing onsite, we’ll happily steam them for
you in-house. We take pride in what we make
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Curtains by Country are made in our Mount
Barker factory by trained seamstresses with
vast experience and real pride in what they
do. There’s no sub-contracting whatsoever;
everything we make is manufactured inhouse under our own control. Your peace of
mind rests on the fact that we take ultimate
responsibility for the quality of our products.

COUNTRY VALUES. COUNTRY PRIDE

The Country Blinds difference
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Three decades in business has earned Country Blinds the trust of home and business
owners all over South Australia. Every year, word-of-mouth recommendations
from happy Country customers mean our reputation for excellence in products and
service just keeps growing.
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Country Blinds is a family-owned, factory-direct supplier, manufacturing in our
Adelaide Hills factory and installing all over the state with no compromises. That
means our own installers take care of every single job. Because we make and install
everything ourselves, we stand behind our products and our workmanship.
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Real value comes from a business with the ability to create a bespoke product
tailored to your own home, perfectly suited to your décor and lifestyle. When it
comes to your home, ‘off-the-rack’ is often just another way of saying ‘compromise’.
We never compromise on value and there is nothing ‘off-the-rack’ about our products
or quality.
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We don’t just have showrooms…we have a factory. When you deal with Country you
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traced back to one place, one name, right here in South Australia. There are no third
SDUWLHVMXVWĆUVWUDWHSURGXFWVDQGVHUYLFHE\SHRSOHZKROLYHULJKWKHUH
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Thanks for taking the time to understand the many factors that set Country
Blinds apart. It’s worth noting that we make and install more than Lined
Curtains – in fact Country proudly manufactures an enormous range of
interior and exterior window furnishings to suit all styles of home.

If you’d like to know more, simply ask your Design Consultant or
visit >>>W$3<2;8@#£-2&9W$31W!<

